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Rochvieiu features the top groups and artists of the metal 

and roch generation. Dealing strictlg mith spohen inord, 

Rochvieiu promises to reveal unhnomn facts and exciting 

details of these leading performers. 

Each Rochvieiu release mill feature liner notes bij 

international!!! respected roch DJ and journalist Chris Tetley. 

The Rochvieiu Interviems consists of Limited Edition 

pressings, and features a full colour, live performance 

picture on every disc as mell as a mini poster and guitar pich. 

Rochviem's liner notes contain detailed information 

pertaining to the interview together mith the group or 

artist's history. Rll the interviems featured in this series 

are unique and reveal moments from the artist's music 

and their personal lives. 

The Rochviem Interviem series is a must for the 

collector, fan or music historian. 
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Contrary to medio reports Pearl Jam are alive 

and Hiching. Even though they don't follom the 

conventional route, as in no interviews - 

except as you dear now - or videos, they 

certainly do care about their fans. Just tahe the 

reaction to the warm up show for the start of 

their world tour. Over 700 people lined up 

overnight for the coveted tichets and then 

stood for hours to get into the gig. 

Mitre, David and Jeff openly discuss 

their success and how hard work and 

excessive tours put them where they now are. 

Os they say. pearl Jam has matured as a live 

band and the energy and intensity has also 

matured. Song lyrics are deliberately vague 

and open so as to let the listener come to 

their own conclusions and when they record 

they always go in with fresh ideas, never re¬ 

opening old jams. 



As you mill hear the band prefer live 

modi [o the studio os it is more intense and 

more spontaneous "the mhole reason for 

making records is to document the music 

mhile it's fresh,-nothing else". 

As far as they are concerned they 

mill not have boundaries or limitation imposed. 

The important thing is to stay honest to them¬ 

selves and the fans and not to live musically on 

past glories. 

On a very personal level they respond 

to drug stories and give their omn feelings - 

mixing drugs and shooting is not for them, 

they say. 

Midi the release of the nem album "No 

Code", one of the fastest selling albums oftbe 

year, tbe band are currently undertaking a 

morld tour - the first mithout Dave Abbruzzi 

mhicb makes this interviem even more unique. 



If hasn't taken Pearl Jam long to build up an armii of 

followers. Litre Hurt Hobaln's Nirvana this Seattle band 

produces exciting, intense and ram music which touches 

the nerve of the youth of the nineties. They view their 

music as hypnotic, as Mike McCready says, "it's best 

when you become unconscious and you loose yourself 

In the music - sometimes I can't even remember doing 

a show". 

In this interview Mike McCready. David Hbbruzzi 

and Jeff flmenf fell how success came the band's way. 

They look to their fans for approval - just as they sent 

out Hive" to the P.J. fan club to let the fans know what 

was happening and had such a great reaction that it had 

to go on the album and eventually became the single. 

They describe their music as energetic and intense, with 

ambient and laid bach moments. 

■ Introducing you to the voice behind roch 

on the radio... England's highly eccentric 

Crazy Chris Tetley. fls any roch act mill 

tell you. England is regarded as THE place 

to bread bands for Worldwide recognition 

and the one guy everyone insists on lathing to is Crazy Chris. Since 

breahing into professional radio broadcasting in 1979 he has talhed 

to everybody, from established artists lihe Hon Jovi and Ian Gillan to 

neuter acts such as Guns i Roses and Kingdom Come. 

Rll the interviews featured in this series have been 

recorded for radio broadcasting and are of excellent sound 

quality. Where possible me have included interviews from 

different years, on the same disc in order to give a history of the 

development of the group or artist. 

We are proud to present our Chris Tetley series, we hope 

you enjoy our interviews as much as we enjoyed mahing them. 

We would lihe to offer our appreciation and thanhs to all 

those artistes who have tahen time to lath to Crazy Chris about 

their music, their lives and... well just listen and you'll find out. 
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